MULTIMEDIA E-BOOK SERIES

Watch videos, browse 3D & panoramic images, listen to descriptive narratives and follow timelines as you discover a whole new side of Armenia. Read online or download in seven languages.

AVC has been the best way for me to learn Armenian and explore my heritage.
Aram S.
30 years old
USA

I would highly recommend anyone who wishes to learn or improve Armenian to take AVC courses.
Julien C.
42 years old
France

AVC creates great opportunities for every Armenian to learn our language and culture.
Eric G.
22 years old
Georgia

Get In Touch
www.avc-agbu.org

The Armenian Highland
Exploring Yerevan
AGBU: One Hundred Years of Service
Vayots Dzor
From Kumayri to Gyumri

AGBU ARMENIAN VIRTUAL COLLEGE
ANYTIME
ANYWHERE
BECOME FLUENT IN EASTERN OR WESTERN ARMENIAN!

Learn to read and write, develop your conversation skills and the ability to communicate in different situations and on different topics.

NOW AVAILABLE AS AN APP
For IOS and ANDROID

WHO WE ARE

35,000 E-LEARNERS IN 132 COUNTRIES

WHAT WE OFFER
Innovative e-learning courses
Armenian Language
Armenian History
Armenian Culture
STEM

HYBRID EDUCATION PROGRAM
The AVC Hybrid Education Program blends in-class and online learning and supplements traditional teaching methods with innovative, technology-based resources. 54 schools and universities adopted AVC courses into their curricula.

VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE

VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES

AVC LEARNING ZONE
New format offering Armenian heritage topics.
Activities for self-education and online meet-ups.

PAN-ARMENIAN CHESS COMMUNITY
Annual Pan-Armenian Chess Tournament.
Online masterclasses and games with Armenian chess champions.

VIRTUAL VISITS
AVC students are invited to be educated and entertained through virtual social events, which range from virtual visits to museums, virtual sightseeing tours to celebrations, Armenian festivals, national holidays and traditions.